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Introduction: Pathology Informatics at 
a Major Inflection Point 

�  A number of  significant forces now combining to create a 
major inflection point for pathology informatics 

�  The four most significant forces are: 

�  Wide adoption of  EHRs and enterprise-wide-solutions; 
hospital executives increase their control over LISs & lab data 

�  Hospital cost-containment pressures accelerated by high cost 
of  EHR deployments; pathology/lab budgets will be squeezed 

�  Transformation of  pathology & lab medicine by major 
scientific discoveries in genomics/molecular pathology 

�  Confusion in digital pathology market due to regulatory 
issues; limits on deployment of  this new technology 
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General Outline of  Lecture 

�  Discuss criticality of  LIS functionality; enables pathologists to 
generate information faster, better, and less expensively 

�  Show how emerging dominance of  the EHRs and enterprise- 
wide-solutions threaten optimization of  LIS functionality 

�  Place EHR deployments into the context of  hospital 
organizational settings and goals of  executive officers 

�  Explain how to develop more data-driven relationship with hosp. 
executives and consequences of  decreased LIS functionality 

�  Illustrate LIS functionality zones as basis for strategy; present 
an IT action plan to ensure future of  pathology informatics 
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Key Terms: Total Laboratory Information System 
Functionality (T-LISF) & Best-of-Breed LIS 

�  Total lab information system functionality (T-LISF): the 
totality of  all software-driven systems running in a lab 

�  Includes classic LISs, middleware, outreach support, and 
firmware integral to all automated analyzers in lab 

�  Without the LIS, all clinical and histopathology labs would 
abruptly cease working; most reports to MDs would stop 

�  Because of  the heterogeneity of  T-LISF (i.e., variety of  IT 
systems), integration of  all of  these systems challenging 

�  Best-of-breed (BoB): superior functionality/price in head-
to-head competition; often misleading claim by vendors 
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Major Goals for Pathologists & Lab 
Professionals: Optimize LIS Functionality 

�  Report test results as accurately, quickly, efficiently as 
possible to the test-ordering clinicians in hospital 

�  Average cost-per-test should be maintained as low as 
possible, considering both hospital size & complexity 

�  T-LISF is major contributing factor to these key goals; 
second component, obviously, is professional competence 

�  Optimization of  T-LISF usually results in superior job 
performance; hence, this also defined as a major goal 

�  T-LISF primarily understood & optimized by lab 
professionals; need understanding of  mission/workflow 
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Emerging Dominance of  EHRs and 
Enterprise-Wide-Solutions (EWS) 

�  History of  multiple EMR failures in past; inadequate 
software design, training, or too much customization 

�  Dominant EHR/EWS vendor(s) have succeeded by 
enhancing hosp. training programs & limiting customization 

�  EWS vendor(s) assume responsibility for “shrink-wrap” 
system integration of  modules; CIO can avoid hassle 

�  EWS vendor(s) offer wide array of  the embedded systems 
required by hospitals (e.g., LIS, RIS, pharmacy, OR, ED) 

�   Impossible for all of these modules to attain BoB level; current 
market conditions allow “good enough” status for many of them 
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Growing Importance of  Hospital CIOs & Central 
IT Groups; Reduced Pathology Influence 

�  In previous decades, pathology professionals have taken 
responsibility for selecting/managing their own LISs 

�  Because of  growing importance of  EHRs & continuing 
importance of  PA/PM systems, central IT now dominates 

�  The CIO and central hospital IT group select, contract for, 
and manage this relationship with the EHR/EWS vendor 

�  Lab wish-list for new LIS functionalities gets filtered 
through central IT group; competes with all other requests 

�  Far different than pathology’s relationship with BoB LIS 
vendors in past; much less collaborative/participatory 
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How and Why the Goals of  the CIO/Central 
IT Group Differ from Those of  Clinical Labs 

�  Hospitals, as a whole, tend to be inward-looking; optimize 
patient care/experience & delivery of  quality care 

�  Labs/pathologists have always been more outward looking; 
send specimens/slides to reference labs/consultants 

�  To reduce FTEs, central IT will seek to standardize & 
reduce need for integration of  heterogeneous IT systems 

�  Central IT has incentives to trade functionality within 
individual departments for perceived “good of  whole” 

�  This approach often results in bad outcomes for labs; labs 
always judged in terms of  their efficiency & cost-per-test 
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What Motivates Hospital Executives; 
Risks of  Lower LIS Functionality 

�  Hospital executives motivated as follows: (1) optimize 
(financial) performance; (2) reduce risk; (3) me-too’ism 

�  Requests for funding for pathology optimally couched in 
financial (i.e., spreadsheet) terms and ROI; not difficult 

�  Executives happy to discuss quality; will rarely fund pure 
quality projects; assume that professionals will pursue 

�  Given an EWS model of  “one price for all software,” execs. 
perceive that embedded LIS module will be “free lunch” 

�  Only way to counter argument is highlighting software 
functionality gaps & total cost of  ownership worksheets 
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Data-Driven Relationship with C-Suite 
Combined with New Master IT Strategy 

�  First step is cultivate relationship with hospital executives based on 
numerical and financial data; this forms basis for most decisions 

�  Obviously this assumes ready access to the C-suite; create alliance 
with CMO; emphasize criticality of  lab services for healthcare 

�  Key element in these discussions: avoiding installation of  a “good-
enough” LIS solely based on hospital march toward an EWS 

�  A “good enough” LIS may cost the same as a BoB LIS even with 
license covered; major installation costs always incurred 

�  A “good enough” LIS may have functionality gaps; need to fill 
these gaps with additional lab FTEs which may be unavailable 

�  A “good enough” LIS may impair lab services and alienate 
hospital clinicians who may be already unhappy with EHR 
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API Makes LIS Functionality 
Assessment Toolkit Available 

�  Assessing the functionality of  any LIS is complex task; API 
now providing a free, downloadable toolkit for this purpose: 

�  White paper: rationale for evaluating functionality of  an 
LIS, particularly a proffered “good enough” one 

�  Appendix I: 850 functionality statements covering various 
lab/LIS modules; useful for highlighting functionality gaps  

�  Appendix II: set of  scenarios to guide lab personnel for 
planning scripted on-site live demo’s of  an LIS 

�  Appendix III: elements to include in a total cost of  
ownership (TCO) worksheet; calculate cost to plug gaps 

�  LIS Functionality Assessment Toolkit available for 
downloading at API web site; API membership not required 

�  http://www.pathologyinformatics.org  
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Developing an IT Strategy if  Pathology 
Forced to Accept a “Good Enough” LIS 

�  Reality dictates that some pathology departments may be 
forced to accept an inadequate LIS despite protests 

�  Next slide illustrates three zones of  LIS functionality; can be 
used as basis for survival with “good enough” LIS 

�  One major caveat must be emphasized: 

�  Many hospitals installing an EHR enterprise-wide-solution 
facing severe financial distress 

�  Based on unfamiliarity with system, poorly designed 
user interfaces, and glitches in billing software 

�  There may be insufficient funds to patch functionality 
gaps created by installing a “good enough" LIS 
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Illustration of  Three Zones of  
LIS Functionality 
Zone #3 

Cutting Edge Functionality 

Zone #2 
Best-of-Breed Functionality 

Zone #1 
Basic Functionality 
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Zone #1: Basic 
functions that can 
be accomplished by 
a “good enough ”LIS 

Zone #2: Functions 
generally provided 
only by BoB system 
(e.g., blood bank) 

Zone #3: Cutting 
edge functions that 
even BoB system 
may not adequately 
provide 



Ideas & Rationale Underpinning This 
Three-Zone Strategy for T-LISF 

�  If/when necessary, innermost circle (Zone 1) of  basic 
functionality can be ceded to EMR vendor & central IT 

�  Zone 2 functionality (e.g., surgical pathology, blood bank; 
outreach) achieved with BoB and specialized vendors 

�  Zone 3 delineates the future of  pathology informatics (e.g., 
genomics, personalized medicine, pathology network). 

�  No optimal solutions from any vendors in Zone 3; for the 
most part, they must now be developed de novo 

�  Will need to develop cloud-based solutions with major 
contributions from vendors in the genomic research space 
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Competing with EWS Integration; Labs/
Vendors Take Ownership of  Integration 

�  As noted previously, EWS “shrink-wrap” integration holds 
great appeal for hospital CIOs; shields them from the task 

�  Lab leadership must negotiate with C-suite for ownership 
and responsibility for lab IT functionality in Zones 2 & 3 

�  Best negotiating strategy is for pathology to provide 
integration with EHR/EWS of  heterogeneous lab solutions 

�  New set of  challenges & responsibilities; requires talented 
informaticians & much closer LIS vendor collaboration 

�  We are at a major inflection point for LISs & pathology 
informatics; existential threat from EWS to our field 
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Challenge to Best-of-Breed Vendors: 
Collaboration, New Solutions, & Integration 

�  Some of  the incumbent classic LIS vendors have made 
insufficient investments in R&D; others resting on laurels 

�  Competitive threat of  EWS vendors requires revision of  
business model; we need collaboration among rivals 

�  Bottom line: we need the market to supply integrated, 
quality solutions in Zones 2 & 3 of  the concentric model 

�  Not sure what arguments/forces necessary to drive BoB 
LIS vendors to collaborate; some may be soon eclipsed 

�  One approach: involve multiple vendors in RFP process; 
reward the most collaborative/innovative proposals 
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Steps to Ensure a Bright Future for 
Pathology and Pathology Informatics 

�  Establish data-driven relationship with C-suite; lobby for 
need to install/maintain LIS with maximum functionality 

�  Download the API LIS Functionality Assessment Toolkit to 
assess current and future LIS functionality and identify gaps 

�  Present cost/consequences of  installing only a “good-
enough” LIS if  pressure from C-suite in this direction 

�  Increase dept. engagement with difficult genomic/molecular 
IT challenges; recruit suitable talent for process 

�  Increase pressure in industry for collaborative partnerships 
to deliver integrated pathology solutions in Zones 2 & 3 
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